From the DNA sequences for N taxa, the (generally unknown) phylogenetic tree T that gave rise to them is to be reconstructed. Various methods give rise, for each quartet J consisting of exactly four taxa, to a predicted tree L(J) based only on the sequences in J, and these are then used to reconstruct T. The author defines an ''error-correcting map'' (Ec), which replaces each L(J) with a new tree, Ec(L)(J), which has been corrected using other trees, L(K), in the list L. The ''quartet distance'' between two trees is defined as the number of quartets J on which the two trees differ, and two distinct trees are shown to always have quartet distance of at least N Ϫ 3. If L has quartet distance at most (N Ϫ 4)/2 from T, then Ec(L) will coincide with the correct list for T; and this result cannot be improved. In general, Ec can correct many more errors in L. Iteration of the map Ec may produce still more accurate lists. Simulations are reported which often show improvement even when the quartet distance considerably exceeds (N Ϫ 4)/2. Moreover, the Buneman tree for Ec(L) is shown to refine the Buneman tree for L, so that strongly supported edges for L remain strongly supported for Ec(L). Simulations show that if methods such as the C-tree or hypercleaning are applied to Ec(L), the resulting trees often have more resolution than when the methods are applied only to L.
Introduction
Suppose that S is a collection of N taxa, each with a known DNA sequence in a multiple alignment. A common problem is to reconstruct the phylogenetic tree T for the members of S. Quartet methods reduce the problem to two steps: First, for each ''quartet'' J consisting of four species from S, identify the phylogenetic tree T(J) for just the members of J. Second, combine the trees T(J) for many choices of J into a single tree for all the taxa in S (see, e.g., Strimmer and von Haeseler 1996; Willson 1998 Willson , 1999a .
If T(J) is accurately known for each J, then there exists a unique way to combine all the trees T(J) into a single tree, which would then necessarily be the accurate T (Bandelt and Dress 1986) . Usually, however, only a computed tree L(J) for each quartet J is known, instead of T(J). Natural choices of criteria for selecting L(J) include maximum likelihood (Felsenstein 1981) , maximum parsimony (Farris, Kluge, and Eckardt 1970; Fitch trees on the basis of their relationship with L(K) for other quartets K. Such an error correction process can often be used in conjunction with various methods of reconstruction of T in order to increase the accuracy of the reconstructed tree.
If W is a tree with taxa S ϭ {1, 2, . . . , N}, and J is a subset of S, denote by W ͦ J the tree obtained by removing all leaves except those in J, so that W ͦ J precisely represents the relationships in W among the taxa in the collection J. Suppose that the (usually unknown) underlying true tree is T. A ''list'' L assigns a tree L(J) to each quartet J. The tree T induces a list T*, defined by T*(J) ϭ T ͦ J, for each quartet J. If T* were known, then T could be reconstructed. Suppose that instead we are merely given a list L which assigns to each quartet J a unique tree L(J) with exactly four leaves, corresponding, respectively, to the four elements of J. Since L is to be considered an approximation of T*, we assume that for most quartets J it is true that L(J) ϭ T ͦ J. Each quartet J such that L(J)
T ͦ J will be called ''erroneous'' in L. Any quartet J such that L(J) ϭ T ͦ J will be called ''correct.'' Exact formulations of the results require the use of the ''quartet distance'' D(L 1 , L 2 ) between two lists. Here, D(L 1 , L 2 ) is the number of quartets J such that L 1 (J) L 2 (J). The quartet distance provides a convenient and sensitive measurement of the degree to which two lists differ. This paper shows how to compute an ''error correction'' map, Ec, which, given an approximating list L, produces another list, Ec(L). It will be proved that if L is ''close enough'' to T* in the sense that D(L, T*) is small enough (more specifically, if D(L, T*) Յ (N Ϫ 4)/ 2), then Ec(L) ϭ T*. This means that when there are sufficiently few erroneous quartets in L, then Ec(L) will exactly correspond to the true tree T. No knowledge of T is required for the definition of Ec. Moreover, the map Ec is the best possible in the sense that it corrects (N Ϫ 4)/2 errors, but there exist lists with [(N Ϫ 4)/2 ϩ 1] erroneous quartets such that no error correction map can guarantee correctness. The map Ec can be utilized on a list L no matter how L was originally obtained.
Even when L is not close to T*, it is possible that Ec(L) will be closer to T* than was L and thus will show an improvement over L. Iteration of the map Ec to compute Ec(Ec(L)) may yield even better information about T. Whereas there are no guarantees of correctness if L is not sufficiently close to T*, examples suggest that iteration should provide much improvement in the situation when the erroneous quartets are randomly, rather than systematically, placed. Moreover, the Buneman (1971) tree for Ec(L) always refines the Buneman tree for L. Hence, edges supported strongly in L remain strongly supported in Ec k (L) for each k.
This paper also reports the results of some simulations in which DNA strings are generated by various methods from a known correct tree T, with varying rates and models of substitutions. Lists L are then computed using various methods. The simulations show that iteration of Ec yields a substantial reduction in the number of erroneous quartets, provided that the original number of erroneous quartets is not too large.
If L is a list, the Buneman tree for L is a particular tree T such that no edge of T is inconsistent with any tree L(J). Usually, the Buneman tree is incompletely resolved, and various refinements with higher resolution are of interest. Among these refinements are the ''refined Buneman tree'' of Moulton and Steel (1999) , the ''Ctree'' of Berry and Bryant (1999) , and the ''hypercleaned tree'' of Berry et al. (2000) , related to ''quartet cleaning,'' described in Jiang, Kearney, and Li (1998) . Every reasonable tree should refine the Buneman tree.
The refinements of the Buneman tree in the preceding paragraph all duplicate the worst-case bound that we obtain in that they are guaranteed to find the correct tree T from the list L if D(T*, L) Յ (N Ϫ 4)/2. Nevertheless, since their constructions are very different from the construction of Ec, the methods often correct errors different from those corrected by Ec. Hence, the possibility remains of further improvement, for example, by finding the C-tree associated with Ec(L) rather than L. In simulations, iteration of Ec often adds extra resolution to these various refinements of the Buneman tree.
I also report a biological example in which the Ctree and the hypercleaned tree obtained from L do not have as much resolution as the C-tree and the hypercleaned tree obtained from Ec 6 (L). Thus, Ec adds resolution not available from the other methods even in the context of real data.
The Quartet Distance
This paper considers only trees such that no vertex has degree 2 and such that each leaf is labeled with a unique taxon from the set S ϭ {1, 2, . . . , N}. Such trees will be called ''elementary trees.'' An important special case is that in which each vertex has either degree 1 or degree 3; such trees are called ''resolved'' and are of special biological interest.
Trees are described using a standard parenthesis notation. Thus, ((1 2) (3 4)) denotes the elementary tree with leaves 1, 2, 3, 4 such that taxa 1 and 2 are together in the sense that the path between 1 and 2 is disjoint from the path from 3 to 4; other notations for the same tree are ((2 1) (3 4)), ((3 4) (1 2)), etc. The only other possible elementary trees for the quartet {1, 2 ,3, 4} are ((1 3) (2 4)), ( (1 4) (2 3)), and the ''star'' (1 2 3 4) (see fig. 1 ). The number of elements in a set Q is denoted ͦQͦ.
A quartet J is a subset of S consisting of exactly four members. A quartet list L (or, more concisely, a list L) is a function which assigns to each quartet J an elementary tree L(J) with leaves that are precisely the members of J. If J ϭ {i, j, k, l}, then L(J) is one of the trees ((i j) (k l)), ((i k) (j l)), ((i l) (j k)), or (i j k l). Let P N denote the collection of quartet lists for N taxa.
Define the quartet distance between two lists L 1 and L 2 of P N to be the number of quartets J such that L 1 (J) L 2 (J). The quartet distance is easily seen to be a metric. Some properties of the quartet distance on trees are studied in Robinson and Foulds (1981) , Estabrook, McMorris, and Meacham (1985) , and Steel and Penny (1993) .
Any elementary tree T generates a list T* in P N by T*(J) ϭ T ͦ J. It is a theorem of Bandelt and Dress (1986) that if T and U are elementary trees and for all quartets J we have T ͦ J ϭ U ͦ J, then T ϭ U. As a consequence, if T and U are elementary trees and T* ϭ U*, then T ϭ U. We may thus identify a tree T with its list T*. The quartet distance between an elementary tree T and a list L is defined to be D(T*, L). In an abuse of notation, we may sometimes omit the asterisks and write L) ; the meaning will be clear.
The property of the quartet distance that makes it useful is that distinct elementary trees T and U have distance of at least N Ϫ 3. This fact is shown in the following fundamental result, announced without proof in Steel and Penny (1993) . The theorem is true whether or not T and U are completely resolved. 
The Error-Correcting Map Ec
Suppose that L is a quartet list. In this section, the error-correcting map Ec: P N → P N is defined by showing how to compute the list Ec(L).
For each elementary tree U with four leaves from the set S of N taxa, compute an integer f(U), which may be interpreted as the number of demerits of U, as follows. Initially, set f(U) ϭ N Ϫ 4 for all U. For each possible elementary tree V with five leaves from S, say, with leaves from the set Q, ͦQͦ ϭ 5, perform the following:
1. If for every quartet J ʚ Q it is true that V ͦ J ϭ L(J), then subtract 1 from f(V ͦ J) for each quartet J ʚ Q. 2. If there exists exactly one quartet J ʚ Q such that V ͦ J L(J), then subtract 1 from f(V ͦ J) for that quartet J.
Since any given quartet J lies in exactly N Ϫ 4 quintets Q, using Theorem 2.1, one sees that for each U, 0 Յ f(U) Յ N Ϫ 4. For each quartet J, if there exists an elementary tree U with set J of leaves such that
This completes the definition of the map Ec.
The definition of Ec reflects the following intuition for deciding the best tree for a quartet J: Suppose that there is a tree V with a set Q of leaves such that V ͦ K ϭ T(K) for all four of the five quartets K ʚ Q other than J. Then V is uniquely determined by Theorem 2.1, and it lends support for the correctness of V ͦ J. Hence, in this situation, we subtract a demerit from f(V ͦ J). Procedure 1 reflects this in the case where L(J) ϭ V ͦ J, and procedure 2 reflects this in the case where L(J) V ͦ J.
Here is an example illustrating the definition of Ec: Suppose that the ''correct tree'' T ϭ (1 (2 (3 (4 (5 6))))) and that the list L satisfies the condition that L(J) ϭ T ͦ J for all J, except that L({1, 2, 3, 4}) ϭ ((1 3) (2 4)) instead of T ͦ J ϭ ((1 2) (3 4)). I illustrate how Ec(L) corrects L by computing that Ec(L)({1, 2, 3, 4}) ϭ ((1 2) (3 4)). Let J ϭ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Initially, f(((1 2) (3 4))) ϭ 2. If Q ϭ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, let V ϭ (1 (2 (3 (4 5)))), and note that V is found from ((1 2) (3 4)) by a certain placement of taxon 5. Now V will lead to the subtraction of 1 from f(T ͦ J) since all the quartets K which are subsets of Q other than J itself satisfy L(K) ϭ V ͦ K. Similarly, if Q ϭ {1, 2, 3, 4, 6} and V ϭ (1 (2 (3 (4 6)))), then V leads to the subtraction of 1 from f(T ͦ J), since all the quartets K which are subsets of Q other than J itself satisfy
On the other hand, for any elementary tree U with a set J of leaves, U T ͦ J, we find f(U) ϭ 2. In particular, no placement of 5 into U ϭ ( (1 3) (2 4)) exactly matches L on quartets other than J; for example, tree V ϭ ((1 3) (2 (4 5))) satisfies V ͦ {1, 2, 3, 5} ϭ ((1 3) (2 5)), while L({1, 2, 3, 5}) ϭ ( (1 2) (3 5)). Now Ec(L)(J) ϭ ((1 2) (3 4)) ϭ T ͦ J, since f((1 2) (3 4)) Ͻ f(U) for U with leaves in J, U ((1 2) (3 4)). The computation of Ec requires the consideration of all 26 distinct elementary trees for each quintet Q. The number of cases is thus 26C(N, 5), where
is the binomial coefficient, so that the computation requires time O(N 5 ). The function f(U) has four different trees U for each quartet J and hence a domain of size 4C (N, 4) . If the user is interested only in trees that are resolved, then the map can easily be redefined to consider only trees V which are resolved and only trees U which are resolved. The number of cases is then only 15C(N, 5), which is still O(N 5 ), and the function f(U) has a domain of size 3C(N, 4).
Suppose that the correct tree is T. The following theorem gives sufficient conditions under which Ec(L)(J) will agree with T ͦ J even if L(J) disagrees with T ͦ J. This result permits us to call Ec an error-correcting map. What makes the theorem useful is that knowledge of T is not required in the definition of Ec. In the statement, w(J) refers to the number of quartets used in correcting L(J) that are ''wrong'' or ''erroneous'' if the correct tree is T; in this situation, we regard any quartet K as ''correct '' in L if and only if L(K) ϭ T ͦ K. The corollary then states that when L has at most (N Ϫ 4)/ 2 erroneous quartets, then Ec(L) gives exactly the correct tree T.
THEOREM 3.1. Let T be an elementary tree with N taxa and, for a fixed quartet J, let w(J) denote the number of quartets
PROOF. We show that for each quartet J we have
T ͦ J, then the number w(J) in the theorem satisfies w(J) Ͻ (N Ϫ 4)/2 (since J itself is one of the erroneous quartets), so case 1 of the theorem shows that Ec(L)(J) ϭ T ͦ J.
The following result shows that our error-correcting map Ec is the best possible; there can exist no errorcorrecting map EcЈ that will always correct one more than (N Ϫ 4)/2 erroneous quartets.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let N Ͼ 4. There does not exist any map EcЈ:
REMARK. It is possible to make changes in the definition of Ec given above and obtain other maps EcЈ: P N → P N which satisfy the conclusions of 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. An interesting question is to select which map Ec among the various possibilities has the best properties. The map Ec defined in this section appears ''conservative'' in the sense that, although it is more computationally intensive, in various simulations with very noisy data it seemed to introduce fewer additional erroneous quartets in comparison with some alternative maps EcЈ.
Iteration of the Error Correction Process
The error correction map Ec produces a new list Ec(L) from an initial list L. Clearly, the map Ec may be iterated. Thus, given a list L, one may compute not only
. Since P N is a finite (although huge) set, in principle, iteration starting at any L must lead to a cycle.
In practice, iteration generally leads to a fixed point
Moreover, the fixed point has been reached after a handful of applications of Ec. The following example, however, illustrates the possibility of a cycle of period 2. Let N ϭ 5 and consider the list L containing ((1 2) (3 4)), ((1 5) (2 3)), ((1 2) (4 5)), ((1 5) (3 4)), and ( (2 5) (3 4)). Then Ec(L) contains ((1 2) (3 4)), ((1 2) (3 5)), ((1 5) (2 4)), ((1 5) (3 4)), and ( (2 5) (3 4)), differing from L in exactly two quartets. Moreover, Ec(Ec(L)) ϭ L, so that as Ec is iterated, the lists alternate forever in a cycle of period 2. For this example, let T ϭ ( (1 2) (5 (3 4))) and U ϭ ((1 5) (2 (3 4))). Then for each k, Ec k (L) differs from T in exactly one quartet, and Ec k (L) also differs from U in exactly one quartet.
Corollary 3.4 shows that use of Ec when there are (N Ϫ 2)/2 erroneous quartets could conceivably lead to the incorrect tree. We suspect, however, that the probability of this happening is low if erroneous quartets are randomly, rather than systematically, located. Theorem 3.1 shows that Ec(L)(J) can be erroneous only if there are at least (N Ϫ 4)/2 erroneous quartets among a particular collection of 4(N Ϫ 4) quartets associated with J. If there are not too many erroneous quartets and they appear randomly, then (N Ϫ 4)/2 erroneous quartets are unlikely to appear in any of those particular collections. Thus, on average, the procedure should yield correct trees even if there are somewhat more than (N Ϫ 4)/2 erroneous quartets initially.
Hence, when the number of erroneous quartets is not too large, we may hope that successive applications of the error-correcting map Ec should improve the information in each step.
Relation to the Buneman Tree and its Refinements
If S is a nonempty set, a split of S is a partition of S into two nonempty subsets A and S Ϫ A. We write the split as
If T is an elementary tree with leaves labeled by S, then each edge e of T leads to a split T(e) ϭ A ͦ (S Ϫ A) of S, in which A and S Ϫ A are the sets of leaves in the two trees obtained by removing e from T. The set of splits obtained in this way will be denoted Sp(T). It is easy to reconstruct T from Sp(T) (see, e.g., Gusfield 1991) .
A set U of splits of S is compatible if there exists an elementary tree T with U ʕ Sp(T). It is known that splits A ͦ B and C ͦ D of S are compatible if and only if one of A പ C, A പ D, B പ C, B പ D is empty, and a set U of splits of S is compatible if and only if each pair of splits in U is compatible (Buneman 1971) .
If L is a quartet list and A ͦ (S Ϫ A) is a split of S, It is clear that
, since for any nontrivial split A ͦ B, one can verify that (N Ϫ 3)/2 Յ (ͦAͦ Ϫ 1)(ͦBͦ Ϫ 1)/2. Buneman (1971) showed that Bu(L) is compatible and Bu(L) ϭ Sp(T) for a unique tree, here called the Buneman tree, for L. It follows from Moulton and Steel (1999) that RBu(L) is compatible and RBu(L) ϭ Sp(T) for a unique tree, which, by analogy to their nomenclature, will be called the refined Buneman tree for L. An argument like that in Berry and Bryant (1999) shows that CBu(L) is compatible and CBu(L) ϭ Sp(T) for a unique tree, which, by analogy to their nomenclature, will be called the C-tree for L. Note that HBu 1 (L) ϭ CBu(L), so that HBu m (L) generalizes the C-tree. The tree T for which HBu(L) ϭ Sp(T) will be called the hypercleaned Buneman tree; it is studied in Berry et al. (2000) , where a polynomial time algorithm is given for its computation.
The Buneman tree for L is the tree T such that each edge of T is consistent with all the quartets in L. The major shortcoming of the Buneman tree is that it is often very incompletely resolved. Since Bu(L) ʕ RBu(L) ʕ CBu(L) ʕ HBu(L), these latter trees are refinements of the Buneman tree for L, often giving a more completely resolved tree.
The next result shows that the Buneman tree for Ec(L) is a refinement of the Buneman tree for L. Hence, the correction map Ec does not introduce errors incompatible with the strongly supported edges of the Buneman tree for L. Often, the Buneman tree for Ec(L) has strictly more edges than the Buneman tree for L, indicating higher resolution. Sometimes the Buneman tree for Ec 2 (L) may have still more resolution. The process can be repeated until Ec k (L) has become periodic.
. Iteration of the map Ec applied to any list L leads to a sequence of successive refinements of the Buseman tree:
While I am not able to prove that in all cases CBu(L) ʕ CBu(Ec(L)), numerous simulations have not yielded a single case in which this inclusion has failed, 348 Willson FIG. 2.-Comparison of the numbers of erroneous quartets (b) for sequences of 3,000 nt generated for a test tree exhibiting long-branch attraction. Short edges had S random substitutions, while long edges had 10S random substitutions. In ML for each quartet, the tree in the list was computed by maximum likelihood with no error correction, while MLЈ ϭ Ec k (ML) for sufficiently large k shows the effect of the error-correcting map Ec on ML. Similarly, the list HOP uses higherorder parsimony, the list MP uses maximum parsimony, the list NJH uses neighbor joining with the Hamming distance, and the list NJJC uses neighbor joining with the Jukes-Cantor distance. Prime signs indicate the result after error correction. Low values of b are best.
whereas it has frequently happened that the inclusion was strict. Similarly, it often happens that HBu(L) ʕ HBu(Ec(L)), and the inclusion may be strict. An example with biological data is given in the Biological Examples section.
Simulations: Methods
Simulations were run to test the effectiveness of the error-correction map Ec. In each simulation, a tree T with N ϭ 12 taxa was utilized. Several different trees were used in different rounds with comparable results, but I report the results only for tree T ϭ (1 (2 (3 (4 (5 (6 (7 (8 (9 (10 (11 12))))))))))). In each case reported, sequences of 3,000 nt were generated by various procedures for each vertex of T. For a fixed parameter S, I inserted S substitutions randomly between the strings at adjacent vertices, except that the edges leading to leaves 1, 6, and 12 received 10S substitutions. It was possible that the same site received more than one substitution. Substitutions were produced by a Jukes-Cantor (Jukes and Cantor 1969) process; when a site had been picked for a substitution, all of the three possible changes of a nucleotide were equally likely. As a result of the great disparity in lengths between the edges, long-branch attraction (Felsenstein 1978 ) is a serious problem for these data sets.
Given the strings associated with the leaves of the tree T, an initial list L of quartets was generated in each of five different ways: maximum parsimony (MP), maximum likelihood (ML), higher-order parsimony (HOP), neighbor joining with Hamming distance (NJH), or neighbor joining with the Jukes-Cantor distance (NJJC). For ML, the likelihoods for each quartet were computed using the HKY (Hasegawa, Kishino, and Yano 1985) model of substitution, exactly as in the program PUZ-ZLE (Strimmer and von Haeseler 1996) . For HOP, the HOP estimates were computed as in Willson (1999b) . For NJH, the neighbor-joining formulas of Swofford et al. (1996) were utilized with the initial distance being the Hamming distance (the uncorrected number of sites differing between the two strings). For NJJC, neighborjoining was applied with the initial distance being the corrected Jukes-Cantor distance. For each case, I computed the resulting number b of ''bad quartets,'' i.e., the number of quartets J such that L(J) T ͦ J. I then applied the error correction method to each L and iterated the result until there were no further changes observed in the lists Ec k (L) or a cycle of period 2 had been identified. The value of b after this error correction was also found.
Small values of b are best. If b ϭ 0, then the tree T could be reconstructed perfectly by the methods described in Bandelt and Dress (1986) , Strimmer and von Haeseler (1996) , or Willson (1999a) . If b is small, then various methods of reconstruction usually find the correct tree T, but as b increases, the reconstructed tree becomes more problematic. Each list contains C(12, 4) ϭ 495 quartets, so the maximum possible value of b was 495. Figure 2 reports the results of the simulations. For each value of S, four different data sets were generated using different random number seeds but the same tree. For each data set, quartet lists were generated in 10 different ways grouped into five pairs-MP and MPЈ, ML and MLЈ, HOP and HOPЈ, NJH and NJHЈ, and NJJC and NJJCЈ-and the corresponding values of b were computed. Here, MP refers to the list L obtained by maximum parsimony, while MPЈ refers to the list Ec k (MP), where k is sufficiently large. Similarly, MLЈ, HOPЈ, NJHЈ, and NJJCЈ refer to the lists after error correction has been applied to the lists by ML, HOP, NJH, and NJJC, respectively. The figure plots for each method and each S the average of the values of b found for each of the data sets.
Simulations: Results
When b is moderate (b Ͻ 110) in the original list L obtained by a given method, error correction produces a substantial reduction in b. This applies to lists produced by all methods. Note, however, that MP and NJH yielded moderate values for b only when S Յ 200, while ML, HOP, and NJJC yielded moderate b values for S Ͻ 500. Only ML, HOP, and NJJC were reliable in the presence of long-branch attraction, and the values of b for MLЈ, HOPЈ, and NJJCЈ were generally lower than the corresponding values without error correction. For most of the range, the curves for MLЈ and HOPЈ were very similar. In a number of cases, the computer could reconstruct the correct tree from MLЈ or HOPЈ but not from ML or HOP. The lowest values for b when S Ն 400 were obtained from NJJCЈ. One expects NJJC to perform well, since the data were generated by a Jukes- Cantor process. Still, NJJCЈ shows a significant improvement over NJJC. For all the methods, when b 1 is small (e.g., b 1 Ͻ 100), b 2 is almost invariably lower. This shows that the error correction map Ec almost invariably improves the lists L that have a fairly strong signal for the correct tree. On the other hand, when b 1 is large (e.g., b 1 Ͼ 125), then b 2 is often larger than b 1 . This shows that when the original list is very noisy, error correction can make the list worse. It is easy to see that for 12 taxa, a randomly selected list of resolved trees L(J) would have b approximately equal to 330.
It is also interesting to compare the trees obtained from the lists using various reconstruction methods. I report one (difficult) case contributing to figure 2, obtained when S ϭ 450. Given a list X, I performed 101 replications using X to reconstruct candidate trees as in Willson (1999a) , adding taxa in a random order but in each step minimizing the number of quartets incompatible with the proposed tree. The consensus tree so obtained is denoted X # , and the tree obtained which is closest to X is denoted X ϩ (so that U ϭ X ϩ minimizes D(X, U) among all trees U found in 101 replications); the correct tree is denoted T. For X ϭ ML ϭ the list found by maximum likelihood, it turns out that D(ML, T) ϭ 82, while D(ML, ML ϩ ) ϭ 81, with a tie for ML ϩ , showing that the correct tree T was not the closest tree to ML. By contrast, for X ϭ MLЈ ϭ (Strimmer and von Haeseler 1996) finds an incompletely resolved consensus tree P such that D(P, T) ϭ 114. The software program PAUP* (Swofford 1999) very quickly finds the neighbor-joining tree NH using the Hamming distance, which is, however, highly inaccurate, satisfying D(NH, T) ϭ 195. Using instead the Jukes-Cantor distance, PAUP* finds the neighbor-joining tree NC, which is much better but still inaccurate, satisfying D(NC, T) ϭ 24 with NC ϭ NJJC # . (The improvement from using the Jukes-Cantor distance rather than the Hamming distance is impressive.) PAUP* also quickly finds the MP tree P, which is highly inaccurate, satisfying D(P, T) ϭ 185. On the other hand, taking much more computer time, it finds that the ML tree is the correct tree T.
For this same example, we may indicate the effectiveness of the refinements of the Buneman trees by reporting the number of splits (edges) found in each case. The correct tree T had 21 splits, including the 12 trivial splits. All splits found in the cases reported were correct (i.e., were also splits in T), but the trees differed significantly in resolution. Bu(ML), RBu(ML), and CBu(ML) all had 12 splits (and hence no resolution), while maximal hypercleaning led to HBu(ML) with only 13 splits. By contrast, Bu(MLЈ) had 16 splits, RBu(MLЈ) and CBu(MLЈ) had 18 splits, and HBu(MLЈ) had 20 splits, so that error correction greatly increased the resolution. HOP had comparable results: Bu(HOP) had 12 splits, RBu(HOP) had 13 splits, CBu(HOP) had 16 splits, and HBu(HOP) had 19 splits. Error correction again improved resolution: Bu(HOPЈ) had 18 splits, RBu(HOPЈ) and CBu(HOPЈ) had 19 splits, and HBu(HOPЈ) had 20 splits. The computation of each of these trees took only a few seconds.
Biological Examples
This section shows the results of applying these methods to biological data sets. First, D 'Erchia et al. (1996) provide a maximum-parsimony tree T for 16 species based on complete mitochondrial DNA sequences. The tree was intended to help determine whether the guinea pig was a close relative of the rodents. The strings D 'Erchia et al. (1996) utilized were all aligned to length 3,857 with an alphabet of 20 symbols corresponding to the 20 amino acids. These aligned strings were obtained from the website referenced in that paper (http://www.ba.cnr.it/guineapig.html). Likelihoods for each tree for each quartet were computed using the Jones, Taylor, and Thornton (1992) model of substitution, exactly as in the program PUZZLE (Strimmer and von Haeseler 1996) (1996) . A list ML was obtained by choosing the maximum-likelihood tree for each quartet, and a new list MLЈ was obtained by iterated error correction on ML: MLЈ ϭ Ec 6 (ML). The figure shows the tree HBu(MLЈ), which has been maximally hypercleaned. The tree HBu(ML) lacks the edge ej, indicating the increased resolution from preprocessing ML with the map Ec. Similarly, the tree CBu(ML) has less resolution than CBu(MLЈ); both are obtained by deleting edges from figure 4. The lengths of the edges are not to scale.
was applied to ML iteratively until no further changes occurred. The resulting modified list was MLЈ ϭ Ec 6 (ML) ϭ Ec 7 (ML) Ec 5 (ML), in which 59 quartets J satisfied MLЈ(J) ML(J), with the remainder out of the C(16, 4) ϭ 1,820 quartets being unchanged. Note that 59 is substantially larger than (N Ϫ 4)/2 ϭ 6. Figure 4 shows the tree HBu(MLЈ) that was obtained. The maximal parameter m so that HBu m (MLЈ) is compatible is m ϭ 2.0; the choice m ϭ 2.001 leads to incompatible splits, and one can verify that no m Ͼ 2.0 leads to compatible splits. Internal nodes are labeled with letters. Note that the tree is completely resolved. The tree satisfies the condition that D(HBu(MLЈ), MLЈ) ϭ 69 while D(HBu(MLЈ), ML) ϭ 122; hence, 53 out of the 59 quartets that were changed from ML to MLЈ were changed to favor HBu(MLЈ). All other trees reported here have less resolution and may be found by deleting selected edges from HBu(MLЈ). The tree HBu(ML) lacks the edge ej (so that it appears as though edge ej has been shrunk to a point), showing that the list MLЈ obtained using error correction provides more resolution than does the list ML even when hypercleaning is utilized. Moreover, D(HBu(ML), ML) ϭ 196, while D(HBu(MLЈ), ML) ϭ 122, showing that HBu(MLЈ) has an even shorter quartet distance to ML than does HBu(ML). The tree CBu(MLЈ) lacks both de and ej, showing that increased resolution may be obtained by hypercleaning rather than accepting the C-tree. The tree CBu(ML) ϭ RBu(ML) lacks the edges de, ej, bd, and km, while Bu(ML) lacks the edges de, ej, bd, km, and ab; in contrast, the tree Bu(MLЈ) ϭ RBu(MLЈ) lacks only the edges de, ej, and bd. This calculation shows that MLЈ provides more resolution than ML even when the more conservative trees Bu and RBu are utilized. Figure 4 suggests that the guinea pig is not to be classed with the rodents. It is interesting that the same analysis may be applied to the list MP, obtained by using maximum parsimony rather than maximum likelihood to select the preferred tree MP(J) for each quartet J. Iterated error correction leads to a list MPЈ. The corresponding tree HBu(MPЈ) has 27 edges, fewer than in figure 4 , but places the guinea pig with the rodents, analogous to a placement of the guinea pig between nodes b and c in figure 4 . Thus, the MP criterion and the ML criterion give opposite answers to the question of whether the guinea pig is a rodent.
For a second example, Strimmer and von Haeseler (1996) studied the phylogeny of certain amniotes. Their tree T was produced by first finding a quartet list ML by maximum likelihood and then using quartet puzzling. When we apply error correction to ML, we obtain a list MLЈ. The same tree T is obtained using MLЈ and the methods of Willson (1999a) , but with a stronger signal: D(ML, T) ϭ 67, while D(MLЈ, T) ϭ 12.
Final Comments
Quartet analysis leads to the reconstruction of a phylogenetic tree in a two-stage process. First, a list L is obtained telling the preferred tree for each quartet; second, an overall tree is constructed from L. The errorcorrecting map Ec described in this paper is proposed as an intermediate step between these two. For a variety of methods of computing a tree, there is greater reliability when the method is applied to Ec(L) rather than to L. For example, the hypercleaned tree HBu(Ec k (L)) often has more resolution than the hypercleaned tree HBu(L). Similarly, the consensus trees from replications using Ec k (L) are often closer to the correct tree.
Still, in my experience, the quality of L has the greatest impact on the results. If L is generated by an unreliable method (e.g., MP or NJH in the presence of serious long-branch attraction), then Ec(L) may yield no improvement.
The map Ec is not difficult to program, taking time O(N 5 ). Code to perform the correction (for the case of completely resolved trees) is available from my website at http://www.public.iastate.edu/ϳswillson. The program is fast; a run for 12 taxa takes only a few seconds.
